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Suffix worksheet for class 6

In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -phile and -osis to create five different English words out of those listed in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin
suffixes! Here are some super suffix practices! Let's make a fight with suffixes and root words! This suffix chart is useful both at home and in the classroom for learning how to use and identify common Greek and Latin suffixes. Ideal for second to fifth grade students. This spreadsheet is off the charts to practice suffixes! Your student will match the correct
meaning of the suffix with the root word in this worksheet. Your student will form new words by adding a suffix to a word in this worksheet. In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes age and cry to create five different English words out of those listed in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words,
students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -al/-ial and ion to create five different English words out of those specified in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these
words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -an/-ian and -ity to create five different English words out of those specified in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the
words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ate and stand/-ible to create five different English words out of those listed in the word bank. After writing five original sentences
with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ic and cracy to create five different English words out of those listed in the word bank. After writing five original
sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ile and ia to create five different English words out of those specified in the word After you have written five
original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to the word made with the ending. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ist and scars to create five different English words out of those specified in the word bank. After writing
five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ive and -or to create five different English words out of those specified in the word bank. After
writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ize and -ade to create five different English words out of those specified in the word bank.
After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ment and ite to create five different English words out of those specified in the word
bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ology/lodging and -ance/-ence to create five different English words out of
those specified in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -rium and acy to create five different English words
out of those listed in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -acity/-ocity and -ule/-cule to create five different
English words out of those specified in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is good practice for learning how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! An education platform for preparation and exercise class 6. Kidsfront provides unique pattern of
learning English with free online comprehensive in the form of QUESTION &amp; ANSWERS for each chapter of English for Class 6. This study study Help class 6, English students in learning all aspects of prefixes and suffixes. Students can understand the prefix and suffixes concept easily and consolidate their learning by doing Online Practice Tests in
English, prefix and suffixes chapter repeatedly until they excel in class 6, prefixes and suffixes. Free ONLINE PRACTICE TESTS on class 6, prefixes and suffixes consist of hundreds of questions about prefixes and suffixes, prepared by the very professional team. Each repeat test of prefixes and suffixes will have new sets of questions and help students to
prepare for the exam by doing unlimited Online Test exercise on prefixes and suffixes. Attempt ONLINE TEST on Class 6, English Prefix and Suffixes in the Academics section after completing this prefix and suffixes Question Answer Exercise. Unique pattern Subject matter:Prefix and suffixes preparation in the form of QUESTION &amp; ANSWER. Evaluate
preparation by doing ONLINE TESTING of class 6, English, prefix and suffixes. Review the results in PRACTICE TEST and do further learning in weak areas. Try repeating ONLINE TESTS of English prefixes and suffixes until you excel. Assess your progress by doing ONLINE MOCK TEST of Class 6, English, all topics. a) Undifference b) Indifference c)
Disdifference d) Irdifference ✔Answer a) Disliterate b) Unliterate c) Imliterate d) Ill-savvy ✔Answer a) Irpossible b) Impossible c) Impossible d) ✔ Disapp '✔Answer a) Unnecessary b) Innece ssary c) Disnecessary d) Irnecessary ✔Answer a) Incourage b) Bad behaviour c) Uncourage d) Encourage ✔Answer a) Irqualify b) Un disqualify c) Disqualify d)
Disqualify ✔Answer a) Interrupt b) Imcontinue c) Icontin ✔Answer a) Undirect b) Misdirect c) Redirect d) Imdirect ✔Answer a) Outdoor b) Endoor c) Disdoor d) Illdoor ✔Answer NEXT Prefixes and suffixes are very important in English. They are sets of letters that are often placed at the beginning of a word (a prefix) or at the end of a word (a suffix) to change
its meaning. Click here for step-by-step rules, stories and exercises to practice all English times This is why we often see words that are similar but have different beginnings or endings, and have similar meanings. Learning the most common prefixes and suffixes will help you learn lots of new vocabulary. See the examples and tables in this article and
practice with these prefixes and suffix worksheets. You will start to feel comfortable with them very quickly! Prefixes and suffixes are two kinds of pleats. Review them before proceeding with these worksheets. First, let's review some of the most common prefixes and suffixes and how they are used. A prefix is a set of letters that are added to the beginning of
a word to change its meaning. Each prefix has a general meaning, so you will be able to what a word with a prefix means more easily. Let's look at an example. friendlyunfriendly The first man looks very friendly! I think think would be nice to spend time with him. The other man looks unkind. I don't think it would be fun to spend time with him! We can see in
the second sentence that we have added the prefix un- to the word friendly. This prefix does not mean or the opposite of. Here are several examples with the prefix un-: happy ----&gt; unhappily finished ----&gt; unfinished credible ----&gt; incredibly acceptable ----&gt; unacceptable These words are all adjectives. We can also use the prefix un- with verbs.
Look at these examples: make ----&gt; undo the plug in ----&gt; take out When you see a word that begins with the prefix un-, you can know its meaning by looking at the root of the word (the part that is not prefix or suffix). It may be a word you already know! But be careful! Make sure you've seen the entire prefix before you decide on the meaning of the
word. Look at the word below: Let's try to find the prefix. Is it un- as in underdeveloped? No, that doesn't sound right! We know the word develop, which means to grow bigger or become more advanced. This is the root of our word! So the prefix should be below, which means below, lower or not enough. The word underdeveloped does not mean developed
enough. The table below has some common prefixes, their meaning, and a sample word. Prefix Meaning Example words dis-not, opposite disagree i-, im-not wrong, impossible mis-mistakenly misunderstand again redo (do again) un-not uninteresting under-under, lower, not enough underwater A suffix is a set of letters that are added to the beginning of a
word to change its meaning. Each suffix has a general meaning, so you will be able to understand what a word with a suffix means more easily. Let's look at an example.lovelovable The couple are getting married because they love each other very much. The teddy bear is so cute and lovable! We can see in the second sentence that we have added the
ending -capable of the word love. This ending -condition means able to be or able to be. So the word lovable means something is able to be loved or it makes you feel love for it. Here are several examples with suffix -stand or -ible (depending on the root word): current ----&gt; presentable comfort ----&gt; comfortable depends ----&gt; on reliable range ----&gt;
available -stand is an example of an adjective suffix. Every time you see a word that ends in -condition, it's an adjective. Some suffixes are noun suffixes. They always make a noun. For example, the word is about an action or a process: enjoy ----&gt; enjoyment treat ----&gt; treatment manage ----&gt; government Do you remember the word underdeveloped
that we are looking at a moment ago? The root of this word is develop. The root is the same, but we have used the noun suffix, so it is the process or the action of the development. The table below has some common adjective suffixes, their meaning, and an example word. Meaning of Suffix Example word-stand, -ible to be awfully -ful full of beautiful-less not
to have, without without And here are some noun suffixes, their meaning, and an example word. Suffix meaning Example word-judgment place or state of being freedom-is a person who does worker-meant action or treat the payment-ness state of being happiness Now that we have learned some common prefixes and suffixes, it is time to practice! Complete
the sentences by typing the correct prefix in the empty field. You can use a dictionary to help you. dis---in mis-re-un-under-1. I just can't believe it! The story is _____believable! 2. No, this answer is _____correct. It's wrong. 3. Let's look at this information again. We should _____view it before the test. 4. I saw Allison a moment ago, but now I can't find her! It
seems that _____appeared! 5. Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear you correctly. I _____understood you. 6. The metro does not pass across the country like a normal train. It moves _____ground.Complete the words that describe the images below. Use the suffixes from the list.-able -ful -less1. The first woman is very tired. She will rest! The other woman can't stay
calm. She will always move! She's rest_____. 2. The first dog is not cute. He's a little scary! The other dog is very cute! He's ador_____! 3. Jason writes lots of lists so he always remembers what to do. He'll never forget! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! She's very forget_____! Complete the sentences that describe the images using the correct suffix.
You can use a dictionary to help you.1. I teach science at a large university. I'm a physics teach_____.2. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in the entire Richards king_____!3. Henrietta is my best friend. She's wonderful! The best thing about her is her kind_____. She's always so nice to people!4.
The kids always have fun together. They never disagree or have a argu_____. 1. I just can't believe it! The story is incredible! 2. No, this answer is wrong. It's wrong. 3. Let's look at this information again. We should go through it before the test. 4. I saw Allison a moment ago, but now I can't find her! Looks like she disappeared! 5. Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear
you correctly. I misunderstood you. 6. The metro does not pass across the country like a normal train. It's moving underground.1. The first woman is very tired. She will rest! The other woman can't stay calm. She will always move! She's resting. The first dog is not cute. He's a little scary! The other dog is very cute! He's adorable!3. Jason writes lots of lists so
he always remembers what to do. He'll never forget! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! She's very forgetful!1. I teach science at a large university. I'm a physics teacher. 2. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in the Royal 3. Henrietta is my best friend. She Wonderful! The best thing about her is
her kindness. She's always so nice to people!4. The kids always have fun They never disagree or have an argument. Please share this page with others: others:
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